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Amact. Inductive inference of programs of recursive functions from input/output examples by 
probabilisrrc strategies with an a priori bound n E Al of changes of hypotheses is investigated. 
Advantages of probabilistic strategies over deterministic ones are shown concerning their power 
in principle (for every n 2 2, with probability arbitrarily close to 1, inference of function classes 
which cannot be inferred by any deterministic strategy with n changes of hypotheses), as well as 
their comlrutational complexity (linear speed-up of the number of changes of hypotheses necessary 
for inference by deterministic strategies). 
1. lntroductian 
In recent years a good deal of interest has been shown in probabilistic algorithms. 
They have been applied to such tasks as language recognition, primality testing, 
parall$l computation, graph matching, and others. Probabilistic algorithms can be 
viewed as deterministic algorithms which use some random number generator. To 
some extent this also explains the interest in probabilistic algorithms. since, approxi- 
mately, one can build computers which use a random number generator. Thus, the 
question naturally arises whether such algorithms are more powerful than deter- 
ministic algorithms. Advantages of probabilistic algoithms over deterministic ones 
have been shown concerning their power in principle, as well as Their computational 
complexity. 
In this paper we deal with probabilistic algorithms for inductive inference. The 
main problem of inductive inference investigated herein consists in inferring pro- 
grams solely from input/output examples of the functions under consideration. 
Next we describe the model of program inference used in more precise mathemati- 
cal terms. Let 9 and 3 denote the set of all partial recursive and recursive functions 
of one variable, respectively. Let (pl)icN denote an acceptable Giidel numbering 
of 9 (cf. [ 131). For any function f E 9, any number i E N such that <pi = f is ca!led 
an f-program. 
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Now let U c_ 9 be any class of recursive functions. Then we say that U is finifefy 
iderzt$nble iff there is a deterministic Turing machine (the ‘strategy’) with input 
tape, work tape, and output tape such that, for every function f~ U, starting the 
computation when exactly all the values f(O), f( l), f(2), . . . are written on the input 
tape in natural order, the machine finally writes exactly one number on its output 
tape, and this number is an f-program. Let FIN denote the family of all finitely 
identifiable classes U G 3. 
We say that U is limit identifiable iff there is a deterministic Turing machine with 
input tape, work tape, and output tape such that, for every function f~ U, starting 
the computation when exactly all the values f(O), f( 1). f(2), . . . are written on the 
input tape in natural order, the machine never stops and on the output tape it writes 
a nonempty. finite sequence of numbers the last one of which is an f-program. Note 
that w restriction is made in this definition that we should be able to algorithmically 
wtcrminc when the machine has output this last number. Let I.IM denote the fanlit) 
of all limit identifiable Aasses LJ c 4. 
The identification types FIN and ~1x1 have been intensively studied in the theor! 
of inductive inference (cf. [ 1, 4, 8. 1 1. M]). In [S] it was proved that :+?P IAM. but 
IJ E I.IM for every enumerable class l_J c 8; this especially yields that FIN\; c 1~. 
Moreover. in [I] it is shown that there are classes U E I.IM which are not contained 
in any enumtxable class of rswrsivc functions. These results together with the 
~h~~r-att’ri~;~ti~~ll~ of identifiable classes in terms of axiomatic complexity theory (cf. 
[ 1. 171). AS well as in tams of numbering theory (cf. [ 7, 171). indicate the rich 
\t rwt iii-t‘ of clam3 idcntifi;\hlc by dt%xministic stratepics. 
Ii1 order to cstimatc the complcsity of limit idcntifk~ticw. the number of ChiinpCh 
of Il\~r)~,th~WS is invtzstigattxl b>’ SCVCI31 iiUTlIOI3 (Cf. 1.3, 9. 10. I-C]). t_Ct I’ C .r) iIIld 
tl N. ThCn b‘c say thiIt iI is litrlii ihm~~crhlt~ with II hri~t~.S Of I~~potllCSt~.i itf C’ is 
limit ickntitiable by a Turing nwhinc in such a \Vily thilt. l’or cvcry function _/t I ‘. 
the kngth of the out put squt‘nct~ is at Illoh t1 + 1. Let I l\I,, dCIlC1tLT tht2 fiiIllily Ol 
ail claw3 which arc limit identifiable with 11 Ctliiil$CS of h!~pc~thcWs. 
It is quItc txy to slioc~ that 
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set, which at every step equiprobably and independently outputs a value from this 
set. We note that all results below would remain valid, if we confined ourselves to 
random number generators with exactly two outputs (since any probability can be 
approximated by dual rational numbers a/2’, Q, b E IV, as close as we want to) but 
in this case some of the proofs would become unnecessarily sophisticated. 
Now let us be given any probabilistic Turing machine P with input tape, work 
tape, and output tape. Let Out denote the set of all possible outputs of the random 
number generator of R For any set A, let A* denote the set of all finite sequences 
over A including the empty sequence. Let f E 9, t E N and h E IV*. Then let Rp,J.r,h 
denote the set of all sequences TV Out*, length(r) = t possessing the following 
property: If P starts its work when exactly all the values f(0), f( 1 ), f(2), . . . are 
written on the input tape in this order, and provided that at the first t steps of 
computation the random number generator outputs the sequence r, then within 
these t steps P has written exactly the sequence h on the output tape. Define 
problD,,.,( 11) = (card Out I- ’ l card &.i,r.~,9 
and. for ;tnv set H c TV*, . 
Let L: G J? and p be such that is p <: I. Then we say that, with probability p, U 
is hit iticwtititrblu itT there is ;I probabilistic Turing machine P (the ‘probabilistic 
strategy’) such that. for every function f E U. prob 13,1 (II, ) :’ p. Let JI-IAM denote the 
f;tmil\S of 41 cI;~es U such that, with probability p, U is limit identifiable. Now let 
II t X ‘l’hon Lie siq that. with prohnhility p, U is limit identi_/iuhle with n changes of 
h_vpotlw.w~.s iti there is a prob;lbilistic Turing machine P such that, for every function 
1’ c. I I. problB, ( H ,.,, ) .’ p. 1x1 ~-WI,, denote the family of all closes U such that, 
Gth probability I’, Ci is limil identifiable with n changes of hypotheses. 
Our main goal is to invcstigatc the power of probabilistic strategies for limit 
idcnti!ic;Aon \cith arl ii priori bounded number of changes of hypotheses. More 
prcciscly. w ;lre intcrcsted in answering the following two questions for arbitrary 
)I C N: 
( 1) I>o there exist classes of recursive functions such that, with ‘high’ probability, 
these classes are limit identifiable with n changes of hypotheses by probabilistic 
strategies. but Gzy cannot be limit identified with II changes of hypotheses b!: any 
dettmninistic strategy’.’ 
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(2) Does there exist a k E N ‘considerably’ greater than n such that there are 
classes limit identifiable with II changes of hypothese by probabilistic strategies. but 
even with k changes of hypotheses they dre not limit identifiable by any deterministic 
strategy? 
AS the starting point for answering these questions the results in [S] are to be 
viewed. In [5] the first question is answered for n = 0. In Section 2 we answer the 
second question for n = 0. It turns out that, though finite identification by probabilis- 
tic stratregies is more powerful than by deterministic strategies, in this case the 
advantages of probabilistic strategies over deterministic ones are in a sense rather 
weak. 
Then, in Section 3 we answer question (I) above for the general case. and in 
Section 4 we deal with question (2) for arbitrary N. The results obtained yield the 
surprising fact that the more difficult the task (i.e., the greater 10, the greater the 
advantages of probabilistic strategies over deterministic ones. 
Finally, in Section S probabilistic limit identification without an a priori bound 
on the number of changes oi hypotheses is briefly considered. 
Throughout the paper we denote probabilistic strategies by P and deterministic 
strategies by 19. We write U E ~-MM,,(P) if, with probability 11. the class t.! is limit 
identifiabk by the strategy P with II changes of hypothcscs. The not;rtion I: t 
~-LIvWL LJ E L.IM,,( D), C.J G I.IM( D) is understood analogously. 
Let P he any protx.Mistic strategy, .f’cc: :A and t tl N. Then J~iinc 
1 . ‘f , = { Iast( I2 ) 1 I1 1. !fp,.,). 
Thus l,‘Jr dcnotcs the set of P‘s last hypotheses output OII the fun&w / after t 
steps of con~putation. For I c l,J.l,, defiuc 
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In the following we always omit the inferior indices P and f if they are self-evident. 
For a function f~ 3, let 1, = {i 19, =f} denote the set of all f-programs. Let 
6 = { il q.+ Se f). Finally, let I; denote the set of all numbers i E N such that there is 
a number x E N such that q,(x) is defined and q+(x) f f(x). Thus 17 c r, and I, is 
recursively enumerable. 
In [ 1 S] a version of the recursion theorem is proved, which we use repeatedly. 
Lemma 1.1 ([ 1.51). Let IE N and f,,f2,. . . , fr be any recursive functions of r + 1 
variables. Then there are nrrrr~bers i,. L, . . . , i, E N such that 
% = hsfifi,. L,. . . . i,, s). 
e,, T A.$( iI, i,. . . . . i,. x). 
CF:. = Asf,( i,, i:, . . l , i, A-). 
Actually. in all cases where we use Lemma 1 .l, we have to guarantee that the 
fixed-point values i,. &, . . . , i, are pairwise different. But this can easily be realized 
by detining every funct; .)n fZ, 1 s z s t. such that, for ail numbers j,, j2_ . . . , jr E N 
being not pairwiac different and for every A- c IV. jZ ( j,, jz, . . . jr, x) = z. 
2. Probabilistic finite identification . . 
In [ 51 it is shown that. with any probability p =C ’ _>, one can finitely identify classes 
which arc not finitely identifiable by any deterministic strategy. 
In order to clarify the capabilities of probabilistic strategies for finite identification 
in more detail. we consider the following question. It is well-known that every class 
1’ finitely identifiable by a determin:qtic strategy must be discrete, i.e., for any 
functic~n fc U, there is a number .r t- N such that, for any function g E U, if I: f f. 
then aIrcad\ g( y 1 f f( y) for some y 5 X. Actually, U E IAM,, iti U is effectively 
rti\crctc (cf. [ 171). Hence it is reasonable to ask II hether probabilistic strategies are 
;~blt’ to tinitelv identify nondiscrete classes. As I’roposition 2.2 shows, this is not 
the cast’. Moreover. probabilistic strategies cannot finitely identify every discrete 
class from the I-level of the LIsl,I-hierarchy. 
Proof. ( 11 Assume that there is a class U E i -I_IM~,( P) such that U is not discrete. 
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Then let g E Lr such that, for any x E N, there is a function f~ U such that, for any 
y s x, f(y) = g(y), but f # g. Now let x E N be such that probP,R,x(IJ > f. Since & 
must be finite, there is a function f E U such that f(y) = g(y) for any y G 8, f # g, 
and Ix does not contain any f-program. Clearly. within x steps of computation the 
strategy P can look at most at the values f(O),f( 1). . . . ,f(x) on its input tape. 
Hence kfix = Ip.g,x. But then f@ $-LIM~,( P). 
(2) Let (PAcw be any enumeration of all probabilistic strategies. For any z, .Y E IV, 
let gZ( x) = z, and define a function f: as follows. 
Dqfinition of fz 
Case 1. There are numbers t, y E IV such that p ) t, and there is a set 1 C_ IIQ,., 
such that 
probl~,.KJ 1) > 5 and q:(p) = 2 for every i c I. 
Then define 
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u(f)= “Simulate the strategy P on the function J Let tom N denote the 
least number such that prob,,(l,,) > p. Then output an 
fl,,,,, s .zl I I -program. In parallel continue simulating P on f and check 
whether ( 11 or (2) happens. 
( 1) I%CIZ is a set I G I,,n If such that prob,,(I -) > & and there 
are a number f > to and a set I c I, such that I n I = fl and 
prob,W > pe 
In this case output an f,.r,3i l I -program and stop. 
(3 There is a number TV Iv such that prob,( I, j > $ In this case 
output an fr,. , + I I = program and stop. ” 
It is obvious that the strategy I) changes its hypotheses not more than once. Now 
let fc: U. S’hcn there must be a least number l,, c N such that prob,,,( I,,) > j7. 
First we assume that neither ( 1) nor (2) happens. But then g := f ,,,,., , .,;, I =f, 
Indeed. if it were .g f f. then there would be a number .r E N such that either &J-J 
is defined and gt .a-) f f(s). or p(x) is undefined. Rut in the first case, obvioAy, 
prob,,( I&, f7 I f 1 > ;, ; hence ( 11 would happen. In the second catre we get proi J I,, n 
1, 1 y ;, : hence (3 would happen. 
Now i\hsutne that ( I ) happens. Since prob,,( I,, n 6 I(: 1’1 for every 1’ E IV. we have 
prob,( I f-7 i, ) Q- ,I,. Hence ptob,( I n I, ) :B c,, since prob,! I) : p 2 F1. Consequently, 
%; 1\ 11 = f. 
No\+ we have 10 show that Ua LIME. Let U E L_IM( II). Then we define recursive 
functions f:. I s z G 4, of five variables. In this definition we identify a function by 
the sequence of its v itues; thus i’ j’ k 0’ 1’ 0‘ denotes the function 
I 1 if t+i+SxX 1+9, 0 otherwise. 
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Definition of fz, 1 6 z s 4 
For any i, j, k 1, x E N define fz( i, j, k, 1, x) = z if the numbers i, j, k, I E N are not 
pairwise different. 
Now let i, j, k, 1 E N be any pairwise different numbers, For short let f’ := 
Ax fz( i, j, k, 1, x). Define 
f -i’j”kO’... fort=1,2,3 ,... z- 
such that the strategy D has not produce its first hypothesib on the function i’ j” k 0“ 
within t steps of computation. Let toe N be the least number such that D outputs 
its first hypothesis (call it h) on the function i’ j“ k 0” after t,, steps. Then define, 
for t=1,2.3 ,..., 
f 
- j' j3 k ()‘(I 1’ 0’. . . 
I- and f4 = i2 j’ k 0’0 1’ 0’. . . . 
suspend defining f2 and f3, and check whether (1) or (2) happens. 
f 1 ) The strategy D changes the hypothesis h on the function i’ j‘ k O$b 1’ 0‘ (say. 
on the initial segment i' j' k 0’~) 140’l). 
In this case define 
and 
f, = f2 = i’ j’ k ()‘I) 1“ ()'I j ()‘ 
t‘x = _f4 = j' j‘ k ()'t~ 1" ()'i k 0‘. 
(2) q/,= i2 j i k 0~~ 1’ . . . . 
In 0% case tlcfiiie, for t = I . 2, 3. . . . . 
f, = cc, z q, = j' j" k ()‘I, 1’ ()'I j () ’ : 
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hence j, E U. Furthermore, 
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hence ja E 61. Since i # k, we have fi # jr. Consequently, D must change its hypothesis 
on j, or on j4 a second time. 
Finally, assume that (2) happens. Then (2.1) must happen, too. since otherwise 
and g converges on j2 to h; but, obviously, (Ph Z &. On the other hand, if (2.1) 
happens. then 
Moreover, f2 # f3. since j# k. Hence D must change its hypothesis on f2 or on ,f3 a 
second time. This completes the proof that Lb? LIA+. q 
In summarizing the results of this section it can be stated that probabilistic 
strategies for finite identification are more powerful than deterministic ones, but 
their advantages over them arc rather weak. 
3. Identification with high probability 
In this section we want to answer the question whether, with probability close to 
1. probabilistic strategies with II changes of hypotheses are able to identify function 
cltts~s which cannot be identified with 12 changes of hypotheses by any deterministic 
\tratcgy. in Section Z we have seen that, for n = (1 probabilistic strategies can do 
this with any probability p < f (,Theorem 2.1). Next we show that, for n = 1, exactly 
the strategies working with guaranteed probability p < $ of correct results, are more 
powerful than deterministic strategies (Theorem 3.1). Finally, we prove that, for 
cvcry 11 2. 2, the task above c;tn be made with any probability as close to 1 as we 
wnt to ( l’hcorcm 3.2 1. 
Proof. ( 1) ml, c_ :-LIXI, is trivial. Now let U E ? -LIM 1 (P). Define a deterministic 
strategy I> as follows: 
IA _# I= “Simulate the strategy P on the function J Let tcI~ N denote the 
least number such that prob&) > $. Then output an 
f . I,,,. 4,.1,-r -program. Continue simulating P on f and check whether 
( 1) happens. 
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(1) There is a number t E N such that prob,({ h1 h E H, and 
length(h) = 2)) > 5. In this case let I = (last( jr) 1 h c H, and 
length(h) = 2) and output an fi,,,,,-program.” 
It is obvious that strategy D changes its hypothesis not more than once. Now let 
f E U. Then there must be a least number tot IV such that prob,,,$) > $. 
First assume that (1) happens. Then f,,,.,,, = f, since prob,( I n I,) < :. 
Now assume that ( 1) does not happen. But then flr,,,,,,,t -(=fi Indeed, if it were 
f, I 10’ ,I’ 3,,7 f j, then prob,,,( I,(+ n I!’ ) > $ or prob,,( I,,n If) d ;. But, obviously, in both 
casts f 1) would nappen. 
(2) Let c be an effective, bijective mapping from N onto IV’; let c,, c+ .iJ) be 
such that c(x) = (c,(x), C(X)) for any s E II’. For any function f E ,-r3 and any q c N. 
dCfiI?C 
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until the least 
hypothesis on 
1S-qQ7, let 
number t”~ N has been found such that strategy D outputs its first 
the initial segment fp’“) of the function fy” 0”. Then, for any q, 
x,=min{xIx>m,,+r,andc,(x)=q}. 
Let ml = max(x, 11 s q s 7). Define 
fitx) =fJx) = I 
if x = xs, 
I 




fi(x) = f4c r) = I if x E {x2, x,}. 
0 if m,,+ t,,<: x < ml and x@ {x,, x2, x,}, 
and. for any t, 1 s t 6 4. 
f,(m,+f)=O fort= 1.2.3,. . . , 
until the least number tl E N has been found such that the strategy D changes its 
hypothesis on the initial segment fyl”l of the function fyi 0”. Then, for any 
q. 1 d 9 s 7. let 
-\;r = min{s 1 s > ml + Z, and c,(x) = 9). 
If z c { 1.2). then define 
_/-,c s) = ’ 
{* 
if s E {Xl, X.J. A-,}. 
0 if fr( x-1 has not been dtfined up to now, 
. 
j&x) = - 
I 
if s E (s,, q. s:}. 
0 if f2( s) has not been defined up to now. 
If : c (3.4). then define 
t:3(s) = 
{ 
k if s c {s,~, q,, x7}. 
0 if f.J x) has not been defined up to now, 
j-,(x) = 
( 
1 if x E {x+ x4. x7;, 
0 if fi(x) has not been defined up to now. 
Now. hy Lemma I. 1, let i, j, k, I E N he pairwise different numbers such that 
$I =f,. cc, =f2. CCL =f37 691 =f-r. 
first arsume that strategy I) does not produce any hypothesis on the function 
g := f;‘“db 0 ’ . But then q, = q, = qk = cpl = g. Hence g E U, a contradiction. 
Assume now that there is no number z, 1 s z ~4, such that D changes its 
hypothesk on the function fl’l 0’. But then 
g := j-1 = fJ = $c‘ = q, E U. g’:= j3=fi=qY/E u, 
g(x) = g’( .r) for any x s IN,,+ z~,, but g # g’, again a contradiction. 
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Finally, assume that D changes its hypothesis on fy~+~l where z E (1,2} (the case 
z E (3,4} is quite analogous). Then fl E U, f;! E U, f,(x) =f2(x) for any x s nt, + I,, 
but f, #fz. Hence D must change its hypothesis on f, or on f2 a second time. This 
completes the proof that U@ LIM,. q 
Now we prove that, for every 11 2: 2, there are classes which are p-i_tM,-identifiable 
with any probability p = 1 -P, F :b 0, but not [.rM,,-identifiable by any deterministic 
strategy. 
Theorem 3.2. For every n 3 2 there is a class U z 9 such that 
(1) UE(1 - +I_nd,, for twerp c > 0, 
f 2) UP I.IM,,. 
Proof. Let c be an effective. bijcctive mapping from N onto N I; let cl. c*:. c1 E ;fi 
he such that c(x) = ( cl (s), c2( A-), c3( .a- )) for every A- E N. For any function f t’ A and 
any q, r E N, Ict 
x,lrl.r ={.~lf(x) f 0, C,(S) =q and C&I-) = r). 
3 
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Define 
f:(x) = i, far any x C’ x. 
Further definition of functions fl-, B c z s I, proceeds by the following stages: 
Stcrge 0. For any 4, 1 S q =s t, let 
-r, =min{xI~,(x)=~d;ldC(X)=r} and m=max{_qJl~q~r}. 
Define 
f:lx) = 
if, if XE {XJ 1 s,qs r}, 
(1 if .X d HI and l’,(-~) has not been defkd up to now, 
f ( ?N + t ) = 0 * ,‘ for f = 1 3 3 , -. L . . . . , m + re x. 
until the least number t E N has been found such that ths strategy D outputs its 
first hypothesis on fy’ ‘. Then call this hypothesis II,,.,, de5ne HZ,,,~ = m + t. and go 
to Stage ( I. 21. 
smgt* ( s. 2 L 1 = s s II. For any (I. I s (I G r, let 
l_ct &< = 2” l ’ ‘_ NOW let jf N be such that I rj~ 2‘ and z{(j-- I)S+ 1. (j- l)S+ 
‘) W.. . . , ji). 
If j is odd. then for any k, I t7 IV such that 1 c k s 2‘ ’ and 1 d k .?, define 
Furthermore detine 
t:(,n+1)=0 fort=1.2.3 ,,.., nz+fG!X, 
until the least number t E N has been found such that the strategy D changes its 
hypothesis It,. ,== on fy”. Then call the new hypothesis h,,. define ITZ,.~ =m + t and 
go to stage (s + I, 2). 
a 
Stage ( PI+ 1 , z). For any q, 1 s q s r+ 1. let 
A-‘{ = min{ x 1 x > III,,.~. c’,(x) = q and c2( x) = r} 
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and 
,n=max{x,)l~q~r+l}. 
If z is odd, then define 
fAx,) = 4 ifqE{2,4,h ,.... r,r+l},qfr-;+I. 
If z is even, then define 
f&) = iz ifqE{l,3,5 ,..., r-l,r+l},y#r-r+l. 
Furthermore &-fine 
fib) = 0 if s s 111 and fl)( x) has not been defined up to now. 
f,(m+t)=O for f= 1,2,3.. . . , nt+raX, 
until the least number t E N has been found such that the strategy I> change!, its 
hypothesis Iz,,.~ on f y*“. Then go to Stage (II + 2, zL 
Stage ( II + 2. z). Define f:-( .u) = 0 for any x c N such that fz(s) Ius not hem 
defined up to now. 
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4. Complexity of probabilistic identificatiou-Number of changes of hypotheses 
In this section we want to compare the complexity of probabilistic 2nd deterministic 
strategies for limit identification where the complexity is expressed by the number 
of changes of hypotheses necessary for identifying a given class. UsuGly the structure 
of results in comparing the complexity of probabilistic and deterministic algorithms 
is as follows: There is a problem which can be solved by a probabilistic algorithm 
with less complexity than by any deterministic algorithm. Below we prove a result 
which is in a sense stronger: namely, we indicate a natural, infinite cluss of problems 
which can be solved by probabilistic algorithms with less complexity than by any 
deterministic algorithm. More exactly, for any tI E N and p such that is p < 1, let 
det( tl. 11) = max k 1 k c N and there is F 12 0 such that k 
Then w show that e~ary class identifiable by some deterministic strategy with. 
dct( tt. pl change5 of hypotheses is. with probability p, already identifiable with II 
chanpcs of hypotheses by a probabrlistic strategy (Theorem 4.1( I )). As Theorem 
4.1\3 shoes. det( tl. p) is the greatest number with this property. Furthermore, we 
point out several facts concerning det( tt, pl. Finally, we prove an ‘upper bound’ on 
the power of probabilistic strategies by showing that every function class identifiable 
I\ ith tt changes of hypotheses by a probabilistic strategy can be identified by some 
dcterminktic strategy with 8 tt + 2 changes of hypotheses (Theorem 4.4). 
Proof. ( 1 I L.t?t t1 f Iv and ; 5 p *- 1 , LA3 Ii I: I 1x1 ‘fc.r, ,J IX. Let q he any rational 
number \uch that p c 9 and dct( !I, I,) -:= ( t1 + 1 I/9 - I ; clearly. by definition of 
dct( tt. pi such a number 9 does exist. For any sequence h = ( i,, . . . , ik 1 E N* and 
;in) number i t A! let hi = (i,. . . . . iA. i). Then define a probabilistic strategy P as 
I’01 IO\\ r;: 
I”( 1’) = “Let 1, = 0 and N,, = {L’}. where Y denotes the empty sequence. Go 
tc, Stage 1. 
Stcrg’t’ s. Let ff,, = { I?, , I?,, . . . 1 II,,} where we have length(lzk) s 
kngth( II,, ,) for every k c. Rc such that I s k c-. Cc,. Let Jo N be the 
k;rst numhcr \uch that prob,,({ h,, 11,.  . . , h,}) 3 9. Simlllate the 
t,tratcgy 11 on the function 1: Let i, denote the sth hypothesis which 
I> outputs on J Then let H = {II&, h&, . . . , h,i,} and 1-i’ = 
(in,. It, + ,, . . . , hL }. Let t, I ;-> 
K, =Hu H’ kd 
t, be the least number such that 
prob, , ,( h;i,) = prob,J h,) for every k E N such 
that 1 s k s j, prob,, _ , { h,i,) = y - prob,\+ :{ 11, i ,. &i,, . . . . 11, Ii,}). 
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prob,,+ , ( h,) = prob,, ( h, ) - prohs _ , ( hiis L pro&. , ( h I= prob,, ( h ) for 
every k E N such that j-- k s k,. (Comment: prob,,. ,({ i,}) = 9.) 
If s s det( n, p), then go to Stage s+ 1.” 
Now let f~ U. At any stage s 5 det( n, y) + 1 at which the strategy D outputs the 
sth hypothesis on the function fi the strategy P outputs a set H,,., - H u I-f’ of 
sequences such that 
- prob,r_,(W = 9, 
- the sequences in H increase the lengths of the ‘shortest’ sequences 11, E H,, (i.e., 
k s j> by 1, 
- the ‘longest’ sequences hk E Ht5 (i.e., k > j) remain unchanged in H,, . ,. 
Hence we can concludcl that length( 11) =S II + 1 for every sequence hE N* such that 
prok+, ( h 1 > 0 if 
9(det( n, p) + 1) s tI + 1 or, equivalently, det(n, ~1) 
n + I 
d -- 1. 
9 
But this is valid by assumption. On the other hilnd. strategy D outputs at most 
det( tz, p) + 1 hypotheses on the function f Hence U c JI-L_IM,,( P). 
(2) Let nE iV and +pC 1. Let 
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would follow that 
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(where EMI is so small that prob,(I,nI+P+& and probJl”nI~)>p+& for 
every s E IV, 1 cssaet(n,p)+l); hence 
a contradiction to the definition of det( n, p). Consequently, fti p-LIMJP). 
Defitdtion off 
Let g,cxb = 0 for every x E N, I” = 0, lo = 0 and x,, = - 1. Go to Stage 1. 
Stop s. 1 s s SJ det( tz. p) + 1. Let t > t,- I be the least number such that there 
is a set Is C, l,3sRI,,, such that 
- probk& I’( ) > pq 
- I” n U,.. c I”’ =& 
- there is a number .x,~ > t, such that p,(q) = 0 for every i E I”. 
( Cott~ttwtz1: Since g, E U,,.p such numbers t,, x, have to exist. However, we do not 
cjrt: to find t.,. x, c,flectiuely. Nevertheless, since we define the function f such that 
f(s) = 0 for all bu: at most det( cl, p) + 1 numbers .r E A!, we can conclude that f is 
a recursive function. and hence _/ E U,,,,) 
Then define 
fc ) I 0 if .Y, .r = 1 -c x < x,. I if s = s,. 
If .s = det( II. ~0 + 1. then define 
f( i 1 = 0 for every s > s,. 
If .s 5 det( 1). ~1. then define 
Obviousiy. this function f has the desired properties. This completes the proof. q 
It is elementary to show that, for every n E Iv and i 5 p <: 1. 
(where [n/p] denotes the greatest integer which is not greater than n/p), and that 
this estimation cannot be strengthened’. 
Now let II E N be given. Then it is reasonable to ask for the probabilities p such 
that det( r1. p) > n. Furthermore one would like to know the maximal value of 
det( iI. p) and the probabilities p for which this value will be taken. Proposition 4.2 
answers these questions. 
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Proposition 4.2. For euery n E N mui eoer;rt p, q such that i s p, q < 1: 
(1) Ifp<(u+ l)/(n+2bq, then det(n!,p)> II and dst(rt,q)=n. 
(2) If’p<(n+l)li2n+l)~q. then det(n,p)=2nnnd det(n,q)c- 211. 
Proof. (1) Let p<(n+l)/(n+2). Let F>O be such that p+~d(tt+l)/(~+2). 
Then 1~+1~(~1+l)/(p+~)-1. Hence det(n,p)%j+l. 
Now let q 3 (12 + l)/(rt +2). Assume that d&z, q) 2 II+ 1. But then 11+ 16 
(n+lj/(q+F)-1 for some FM. Hence q+F+1+l)/(w+2). 
(2) Let~~(~~+l~l(2r1+1).L.et~~Obesuchthatp+~~(~1+1)/(2r~+l).Then 
2.~2 s (II + l)/( p+ F) - 1. Hence det(n, p) 2 2 t1. Assume that det( II, p) 2 2 II + 1. Then 
2n+l~(~+l)/(p+~)-1 for some F>(C); hence y+~601+1)/(2,1+2)=~. a 
contradiction. Consequently, de*J t1, p) = 211. 
Now let q 2 (II + 1 j/(211 + 1‘. Assume that det(/?, q) = 211. 3ut then ?I#= 
(rrf l)/(q+d- 1 for some F B,). Hence y+~=~(11+1)/(2r1+1). !I! 
err particular, it follows from Proposition 3.2 that det( 11, p) s 2rJ for every p 2 l. 
Hcncc, for my k E N such that ecxr? class U E I.IM~ is contained in ~-I.IM,~, k s 211 
must hold. However, as Proposition 3.3 shows. p-I-M,, can also contain classes which 
cannot be identified by deterministic strategies with 211 changes of hypothcse\. 
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(2) Now let n E N and u,, E LIM( D). In order to show that U,,e LIM~~( D) let 
r=21”+1 and define :*ecursive functions f’, 1-z z c r, of r+ 1 variables as follows. 
For any ilr...,i,,xdV, 
are not pairwise different. 
Now let i,,....i,~N 
X~f=(i,, . . . , i, x). Let 
define f,(i#, . . . , i&=z if the numbers &,.,.,&EN 
be any pairwise different number:,. Let fi := 




h if x=x1, 
&J-+, if x=x?, 
0 if x d tn and x@ {x,, x,), 
f:(nt+t)=O fort= L2.3,. . . , 
until the least number OE JV has been found such that strategy D outputs its first 
hypothesis on fy +‘. Then call this hypothesis !I~,_~. define m,,Z = nt + t, and go to 
Stage ( 1. 2). 
stage (s, 2). 1 S s S 211. Let .f = 2’“+ I-‘_ Let ~GN be such that 1 sjs2‘ and 
=~{(~-I)s+I.(j-I).~+2 ,.... jg}.Let v~rn_, . .z besuchthatf(v)=i,,._,,5+,.?_et ,‘ v 
y E Iv denote the least number such that 
- I a/r 2.qz c,(y). 
- card{ x I s =2 01, i.z. fJ-x> Z 0, and c,(x) = q} s II. 
Let x‘, tr Iv dcenote the least number such that xc, > HZ, ,.= and r,(xq) = q. Then define 
f.(“~‘,+t)==o fort= 1.23 ,.... 
until the least number t6 N has been found such that the strategy D changes its 
hypot hehis II, , .= on f>f * ‘. Then call the new hypothesis h,,,Z, define m,$_, = uq + t, and 
go to stage (s + 1, L 1. 
Siagr ( 2 I1 + I . 2). Let _,’ 5 IN?,,.= bc such that f..( y) = i:. Let q E JV denote the least 
number such that 
-. 1 3 q== 3. d-1 f c,(y). 
- Crlfd(.K i X s HI-,,,.,. f,(s)#O,andC,(X.)=q}~n. 





if x = xq, 
0 if m,,,,z < x < xq, 
f,(x,,+t)=O fort= 1,2,3,. . . , 
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until the least number t E N has been found such that the strategy D changes its 
hypothesis hl,,,z on f.:q-“. Then go to Stage (2n + 2, z). 
Stage (2n + 2, z). Define f;(x) = 0 for any x E N such that f:(x) has not been 
defined up to now. 
Now, by Lemma 1.1, let iI, . . . , i, E N be pairwise diffe:.ent numbers such that 
VI, = fl for any 2 E IV, 1 s z s r. Then it is easy to see that f= E U,, for every z, 
1 s z s r. In order to prove that Lr,,$ I.IM~,,( D) it suffices to show that, for some z, 
Stage (2n+ 2,~) will be reached, since in this case strategy Q has to change its 
hypotheses on the function f= at least 2n + 1 times. If we assume, to the contrary. 
that s c 2n + 1 is the greatest number such that. for some z, Stage (s, z) is reached, 
then in the same way as in the proof of Theorem 3.2(2) we get a contradiction. 
Thus, for some z, Stage (2n + 2, z) will be reached. I ience U,,e I.IM~,,. El 
Finally. we want to prove an analoguc to Theorem 2.J( 2) (where it was pointtxl 
out that &.lX4,,c l.I\lJ for arbitrary 11 C N. 
Proof. Let II E N and U E &.IM,,( P ). Without loss of generality wc assume that the 
Icrlgth of every sequence which P outputs does not exceed 11 + I. Define a determiniz- 
tic strategy 11 as follows. 
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On the other hand, we claim that there cannot be more t!ran 4n + 1 stages at 
which ( 1) happens, and there cannot be more than 4n + 1 stages at which (2) 
happens. In fact, at any time when (1) or (2) happens, strategy P produces a new 
set of output sequences of probability exceeding i. But with probability exceeding 
1 the strategy must produce ‘correct’ sequences of length not exceeding n + 1. This 
along with the fact that P has output a set of hypotheses of probability exceeding 
: already before stage 1, yield our claim. Hence, together with the first hypothesis, 
strategy D can output at most 8n + 3 hypotheses (in the ‘worst case’ (1) may happen 
at any even stage. and (2) may happen at 
L-I&,+2(D). 
The proper inclusion immediately follows 
4.2. 
any odd stage). Consequently, UE 
from Theorem 4.1 and Proposition 
The following corollary to Theorems 4.1 and 4.4, and Propositions 4.2 and 4.3 
summarizes both the strength and the weakness of probabilistic strategies with a 
priori bounded number of changes of hypotheses. 
One of their remarkable strengths is the fact that probabilistic strategies with n 
changes of hypotheses can ider;tify euery class identifiable by a deterministic strategy 
with 2n changes of hypotheses. On the other hand, tk number of changes of 
hypotheses necessary for deterministic identification cannot be reduced more than 
linearly using probabilistic strategies Gfh an a priori bound on the number of 
changes of hypotheses. 
5. Probabilistic limit identification 
11~ this section we briefly consider probabilistic limit identification without an a 
priori bound on the number of changes of hypotheses. As Theorem 5.1 will shoti, 
in this case an analogue to Theorem Xc 3 does not hold (Theorem 5.1 is contained 
in [6] without proof). 
Theorem 5.1. ([h]L &I.IV - I IV. 
Proof, 1 nl c $1 ni is trivi;k 
In order to show that $1 IV c I IM let prog denote a computakle function from 
the set of all finite subsets of Iv into N such that for every firrite set IC Iv and 
t’vtxv .K c N: 
@cp’O,c, I Ax ) = “ln parallel start computing cpi(x) for every i E I. Define 
(F~,~,,~~, ( x) = q,(x) if j E I and q,(x) has been defined first. If - 
p,( x’) is undefined for every i E I, then (P~~~,~(, ,( x) is undefined.” 
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Now let U E $-LIM( P). Obviously, for every function f E u, by simulating P on 
all possible performances c-1 f one can effectively construct a sequence (H”),, N of 
finite subsets of N* such thi,t 
(a) (H’),,N converges to some set H; i.e., H” = H for almost all s E IV, 
(b) pr0b.f (H) > & 
For every s E N, let I” = {last( h) 1 h 5 Hs}. Then define a deterministic strategy Q as 
follows. 
D(f)= “Define I”.” = I” and go to Stage (0,O). 
Stage (s, k). Output prog(l?. Check whether (I) or (2) 
happens. 
(1) w+-‘rit H”. 
In this case define I‘ W’ = 1” ’ and go to Stage (s+ I, Oh 
( 2) I’.’ contains a numhcr j E If. 
In this case define I ‘J. ’ ’ = I ‘A -( j} and go to Stage (s, k c I 1.” 
Now let f’ E L! Then it follows from (a; that there is a number s c N such that 
processing f, strategy D rtx~hes Stage (s, W, but it dws not reach Stage (s + 1 , 01. 
Furthermore, it follows from (b) that I” contains at least one f-program. Since I, 
is recursively enumerable, there is a number k c N such that I‘*” n I, = 0: hens 
9, Cz: f’ for every i E I‘.“. Cansequently, prog( I ‘*’ ) is illl _/+rogram and C.’ r”_ 
l.lM( 11,. 3 
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